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SUMMARY
Top in software engineering class resulting from strategic and long-term oriented thinking developed through years of
managing restaurant personnel in a nationally awarded, fast-paced restaurant and playing highly competitive designer board
games.

TECH SKILLS: Ruby, Ruby on Rails (RoR), Git, Web Application Development, Test-Driven Development (TDD), PostgreSQL,
REST, Continuous Integration (CI/CD), RSpec, Heroku, Google, HTML, CSS, Agile
INTERPERSONAL SKILLS: Communication, Pair Programming, Team Projects, Management, Training

SKILLS

EDUCATION

Turing School of Software and Design 2021 to 2022
Intensive backend program with an emphasis on objected-oriented programming, team projects, and database-backed
web applications using Ruby and Ruby on Rails
Focused on test-driven development and proper workflow, using Git, GitHub, GitHub Projects, using the Agile process
Shipped code for 16 projects in individual, paired, and group settings in 7 months, rounding out a project-based
curriculum

PROJECTS

Movie With Friends (2-Person Team - Ruby on Rails - 7 Days)
GitHub | Website

Led development to achieve status of first and only team to build a live-chat feature through React and Redis integration 
Stored and managed data in PostgreSQL 
Utilized test-driven development to drive project completion
Set up continuous integration and continuous deployment through GitHub, Travis CI, and Heroku 

Analytical Contaminant Transport Equation (Solo - Python - 3 Days)
GitHub

Created 2-dimensional model of contaminant dispersion
Based on the formula laid out in "A New Method of Contaminant Plume Analysis" by Domenico and Robins, 1985
Utilized Scipy, Numpy, and Matplotlib   

Little Esty Shop (4-Person Team - Ruby on Rails - 10 Days)
GitHub | Website

Utilized Git and GitHub Projects to organize development using the Agile process
Implemented test-driven development to drive project completion
Stored and managed data in PostgreSQL 
Cached 2 APIs to provide up-to-date information while avoiding decreased performance caused by excessive API calls

The Impossible Chessboard Challenge (Solo - Ruby - 6 Days)
GitHub

Modeled off of the famous math puzzle based on binary encoding and decoding of coins on a chessboard
Created encoding and decoding algorithm of randomly placed coins

EMPLOYMENT

K&N Management 2017  to 2020
Shift Supervisor · Austin, TX

Managed 15 back-of-house staff members in daily and continuous production and service
Maintained a 99.9% accuracy rating across more than $40,000 of daily sales
Ensured accurate billing using localized sales management software
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